
Maths
KS3

Science: Standard Form, charts and measures
Design Technology: Units, measurements, scale 

drawings

KS4
  

Science: Using, solving and rearranging equations and 
interpreting data 

Design Technology: 3-D Shapes, area and measures 
Geography: Estimating mean, interpreting graphs 

Health and Social Care: Reading and analysing data from 
graphs and tables

Business Studies: Percentages and ratios

KS5 

Science: As per KS4
Design Technology: Forces, mechanics 

Psychology: Interpreting data 
Business Studies: As per KS4 

Design Technology
KS3

Maths: Basic numeracy, measurements, scale, units
Science: Forces, basic material properties, 

testing & analysis
English: Evaluative writing, research skills, descriptive writing

L4L: Hollistic connective skills across Geography & History

KS4

Maths: Level 4/5 maths, calculating areas, 
using measurements, scale, units

Science: Forces, mechanical movements, material properties, mechanical 
properties, materials analysis

English: Creative writing, evaluative writing, persuasive writing 
techniques, use of grammar, spelling and vocab

EBAC: Ethics in design, Geographical influence, Historical influence, IT 
skills, language influence

KS5

Maths: Trigonometry, area calculations, mechanics
Science: Materials properties, materials science, sci-

entiific processes (e.g fractional distillation), ma-
terials analysis

English: As GCSE

Psychology

KS5- BTEC Level 3 Tech National Extended Certificate in Applied Psy-
chology and A Level Psychology

Maths: Calculations and interpretations of statistics
Science: Genetics and neurotransmitters

History: Events of historical importance and analysis of impact through 
research

Geography: Global distribution of behaviour
REP:The role of religion in the diagnosis and treatment of psychopathology, 

the impact of religion on attachment formation 
Sociology: Social class, family structure, socialisation processes, population 

changes, impact of religion, theories of criminal behaviour, research 
methods   

Health and Social Care: Theories of development
Business: Consumer psychology, marketing strategies, 

neuromarketing 
English: Extended writing skills, critical analysis, evaluative writing

English
KS3

Art: Exploration of people and places, protest and 
activism

Drama: Scripts and staging, structure and 
language of texts

L4L: Reading and analysing texts for structure and language, 
creative writing, writing to persuade, historical context such as WWI 

and the Victorians
History: Elizabethan England

KS4

Art: Exploration of human metamorphosis and change
Drama: Shakespeare plays, modern plays, exploration of 

historical context
History: Contextual information from the industrial era, 

modern warfare, 
RE: Exploration of concepts such as war and conflict, and wealth and 

poverty

KS5

Drama: Exploration of character and dramatic techniques
Psychology: Critical theories including psychoanalysis

History: Synthesis of information
RE: Ethics, beliefs and philosophical questions

Sociology: Study of society and 
human experience  

Art 
KS3

Maths: Proportion, scale, measuring
Science: Understanding artistic materials and 

their properties  
History: Historical references to art and movements

English: Analysis and evaluation of art and art history

KS4

English: Deeper evaluation of art, discussion tools, analysis tools
Maths: Proportion, scale, measuring

Science: Understanding artistic materials and their properties  
History: Historical references to art and movements

. 
KS5

English: Essay writing and critical evaluation,  discussion tools, 
grammar and quality of written communication

Maths: Proportion, scale, measuring
Science: Understanding artistic materials and their 

properties, use of constructive mediums in a creative 
sense, viscosity, liquids, solids

History: Historical references to art 
and movements

   

Business Studies
KS4

Mathematics: Numeracy, formulas/percentages, 
BIDMAS, graphs

English: Report writing, analysis skills, evaluative skills
IT: Use of different software such as PowerPoint, Word, 

Excel, Publisher
L4L: Finance and Enterprise

KS5

Mathematics: Numeracy, financial statements, graphs, 
formulas, percentages

English: Analytical and evaluative skills, report 
writing

IT: Presentations, pitching through audio or 
visual, images

Travel and Tourism: Internal and 
external influences affecting travel

World Languages

KS3

Maths: Ordinal and cardinal numbers, dates, times
English: present, perfect and future tenses, verbs, adjectives, nouns, word order, 

modal verbs, storytelling
Music: Musical terms and styles, artists in France and Germany.

Geography: The geography of Germany: Rivers, mountains, 16 Federal States and 
their populations/key industries.

History: The recent History of Germany - events leading up to the fall of the Berlin Wall.
DT: Architecture in Paris

PD: Celebrating Cultures and Tolerance. Environmental Issues

KS4

Computer Science: Looking at the effects of Communications Technologies on young 
people today.

English: Verbs, Tenses, More complex grammar - relative clauses, subordinating and 
coordinating conjunctions, poetry

Science: Protecting the Environment
PE: Sporting activities and leading a healthy lifestyle.

PD: Healthy Lifestyle , Protecting the Environment, Career Choices and Options post 16, 
Poverty and Homelessness, Refugees and Asylum seekers, Different family units - single 

parenthood.
Business Studies: Work Experience and Careers

Travel and Tourism: Holiday destinations, positve and negative effects of tourism 
on an area

KS5

English: Essay writing skills and structure, summaries, reviewing 
novels and films, poetry analysis

Computer Science: The Digital World 
Geography: A study of Berlin

History: Germany's reunification

Health and Social Care
KS4- BTEC Level 1 and 2 Tech Award in Health and Social Care 

Maths: Calculations, interpretation of figures, flow charts 
RE: The impact of religion on growth, development and health

Geography: Rural vs Urban living, access to services  
Science: Genetics, Chronic illness & its effects 

PE: Fitness levels, growth and development
PD: Anti- discriminatory skills practice, the impact of sexual orientation on 

development, impact of drugs, alcohol and smoking
English: Descriptive, analytical and evaluative writing skills

Business: Types of services and how they are run and funded 

KS5- BTEC Level 3 Tech National Extended Certificate in Health and Social Care 

RE: The impact of religion on growth, development and health
Geography: Rural vs Urban living, access to services, population changes 
Sociology: Social class, family structure, socialisation processes, population 

changes, impact of religion 
Psychology: Theories of development

PD: Anti- discriminatory skills practice, the impact of sexual orientation on 
development, impact of drugs, alcohol and smoking

English: Extended writing skills 
Business: Types of services & how they are run and funded 

Science: Understanding physiological disorders

Music 
KS3

L4L: Musical vocabulary, lyric writing, & lyric 
understanding

Maths: Counting and keeping in time
Science: How sound waves work and travel

Design Technology: How sound and musical instruments work
Humanities: Music history and appreciation

ICT: Music technology
Media Studies: Music for film, TV, and computer games

KS4

Humanities: Understanding music history, cultural issues, and music 
around the globe

ICT: Producing music using music technology
English: Evaluating and commentating upon work

Maths: Counting and keeping in time

KS5

English: Producing quality written evidence
ICT: Producing music and video editing

Business Studies: Music event management

Religious Studies 
KS3

History: History of religion and key historical religious dates 
Geography: Location of key religious sites and religious 

origin) 
English: Evaluative writing, inference, explaining concepts

KS4

Science: Evolutionary theory, big bang theory
Geography: Environmental responsibility, effects of poverty

Social Sciences: Relationships, families, ethical decision making 
English: Evaluative writing

KS5

Science: Big bang theory, evolutionary theory, 
empiricism 

Psychology: Freudian and Jungian theory of religion
Sociology: Ethics

English: Evaluative writing, Religious language

Dance
KS3

Maths: Patterns, shapes, basic counting
English: Speaking, reading & listening skills, evaluation

L4L: Personal learning, goal setting, research, social and 
environmental

PE: Fitness, safe practice
Drama: Projection, performance, focus, genres, expressive skills

Music: Rhythm, pace, musicality

KS4

Maths: Shapes, patterns, counting, size
English: Speaking, listening & reading skills, spelling, punctuation and grammar, 

research, analysis, evaluation, key vocabulary
PE: Safe practice, nutrition, hydration, anatomy, physical skills

Drama: Rehearsal process, expressive skills, mental preparation, projection, 
spacial awareness, genres, performance

Music: Rhythm, pace, tempo, musicality, genres, dynamics, editing skills

KS5

Maths: Shapes, patterns, counting, size
English: Speaking, listening & reading skills, spelling punctuation and 

grammar, research, analysis, justification, evaluation, key vocabulary
PE: Safe practice, nutrition, hydration, anatomy, physical skills, mental 

preparation
Drama: Rehearsal process, expressive skills, mental preparation, 

projection, spacial awareness, genres, performance, stage 
lighting, stage setting 

Music: Rhythm, pace, tempo, musicality, dynamics, 
editing skills, aural accompaniment

Drama
KS3

English: Speaking and listening, discussion, storytelling
Dance: Choral movement, physical theatre, genres, use of 

space, canon, unison
History: Use of historical context in performance

Art: Exploration of the artist Edvard Munch, virtual art galley tour
PD: Empathy, exploration of different viewpoints

KS4

English: Study of various Shakespeare plays 
Dance: Physical Theatre, blocking and choreography, analysing professional 

works, study of production elements (light, costume, props, set, sound)
Music: Use of music to enhance performance, creating atmosphere, setting 

historical era, diegetic and non-diegetic sound 
Art: Designing production elements – set, costume, lighting, props

PD: Empathy, exploration of different viewpoints
Textiles: Costume design in theatre

KS5

English: Elizabethan and Jacobean unit, interpreting characters and under-
standing motives

Dance: Physical Theatre, blocking and choreography, analysing professional 
works, study of production elements (light, costume, props, set, sound)

Music: Use of music to enhance performance, listening, creating 
atmosphere, setting historical era, diegetic and non-diegetic sound 
Art: Designing production elements – set, costume, lighting, props

PD: Empathy, exploration of different viewpoints
Textiles: Costume design in theatre

PD: Empathy, exploration of different viewpoints, morals, 
motives

Psychology: Analysing characters, motives, 
sub-text, perspectives, perception

Textiles

KS5

Maths: Surface areas, scales, units of 
measurement

Science: Experimentation of materials, 
material properties

English: English: Analysis of photographs, 
creative writing and discussion 

techniques, justification and evaluation

Photography
KS5

  
Maths: Measurements, scales, ratios 

and size
Science: Materials technology and the 

science of printing
English: Analysis of photographs, creative 

writing and discussion techniques, 
justification and evaluation

Design Technology: Graphic design, 
graphic display techniques and 

CAD skills

Geography
KS3

Maths: Graphs, maps and numeracy
Science: The properties of water, Ecology, Enquiry based learnin 

English: Extended essay writing, research skills
L4L: Hollistic approach to learning that brings in knowledge and 

understanding from other elements of learning
Foreign languages: Exploring the culture of other countries 

-
KS4 

                                    
Maths: Manipulation of numbers, interpreting graphs, drawing conclusions from 

data 
Science: Enquiry based learning, investigations (fieldwork), Meteorology, Geology, 

Ecology
English: Evaluative writing, persuasive writing, evidence-based writing

Travel and tourism and business studies: Interpreting tends, drawing conclusions, 
explaining the causes and impacts of changes 

History: Political understanding, the influence of changes

KS5

Maths: Interpreting trends, statistical analysis
Science: Independent enquiry, enquiry based learning

English: Essay writing, text analysis, wider reading
Business studies: Graph/ data interpretation, types of industry, data 

collection, data presentation
Religious studies: Exploration of culture, developing an 

understanding for other people’s way of life

History
KS3

English: Analysing and interpreting texts, making 
inferences, extended writing, writing to evaluate, effective 

use of spelling, punctuation and grammar

KS4

English: analysing and interpreting texts, making inferences, extended 
writing, writing to evaluate, effective use of spelling, punctuation and 

grammar
Religious Studies: Study of society, people and their beliefs
Geography: The impact of geography on human society

Art and design: Design movements in history
Music: Role of music in past societies

KS5

English: Analysing and interpreting texts, making inferences, 
extended writing, writing to evaluate, effective use of spelling, 

punctuation and grammar
Religious Studies: Study of society, people and their beliefs
Geography: The impact of geography on human society

Sociology: Understanding of group & societal relations
Art and design: Design movements in history

Music: Role of music in past societies

Science
KS3

Maths: Estimating, geometry, graphs, units of scale, 
measurements and taking reading, converting between 

numbers
English: Analysis and evaluation skills, grammar, punctuation, de-

sciptive skills
DT: Forces, basic material properties

RE: Evolution and ethics

KS4
  

PE: Muscles, health and biology, circulatory systems, moments, physics
Geography: Ecology, magnetism and compasses

History: Historical scientists and scientific history
Maths:  Algebra, handling data, graphs, trigonometry, numeracy

KS5

Maths: Arithmetic, handling data, algebra, graphs, geometry 
and trigonometry, mechanics

Geography: Ecology, succession, and cycles 
Psychology: Nervous system and statistical tests 

PE: Muscles and circulation system
DT: Plastics, metals, thermodynamics  

 

Physical Education
KS3

Science: The human heart
L4L: Collaboration, evaluation, the effects of exercise 
on the body, planning for improvement, bones and 

muscles

KS4 

English: Evaluative writing, analytical writing
Science: Bones, muscles, cardiovascular responses to 

exercise, musculo-skeletal responses to exercise

KS5

English: Evaluative writing, analytical writing
Business: Working in the sports sector

Science: Human Biology I.T
KS4

Business Studies: SMART aims & objectives, primary & 
secondary research

Computer Science: Hardware & software
Mathematics: Data and data collection, data modelling, 

numeracy, formulas/percentages, scalability, statistics & trends, 
graphs & charts

English: Report writing, reading, SPAG, research & analysis skills, 
evaluative skills

DT: Design principles, prototyping, project planning & management
PD: Cyber security, use of social media

EBAC: Ethics, use of innovation, impact of technology on individuals and 
society

KS5

Business Studies: Enterprise aims & objectives, target audience
Computer Science: Hardware & software, emerging technologies, 
computers, IT systems, networks, cyber security, data transmission, 

scripting languages
Mathematics: Numeracy, formulas/percentages, statistics & 

trends, graphs & charts, analysing data types
English: Report writing, reading, SPAG, research & analysis 

skills, evaluative skills
DT:  Design principles, prototyping, research methods

PD: Ethics, social media, online security, online 
communities, impact of technology on 
individuals and society, data protection

Computer Science
KS4 

English: Analytical writing, report writing, evaluative skills, 
grammar and punctuation

Maths: Equations, variables, algebra, algorithms, 
mathematical problem solving

RE: Ethics, responsible use of technology, ethical uses of 
technology

Social Studies: Legal surroundings of IT

KS5

Maths: Equations, variables, algebra, algorithms, 
mathematical problem solving

Science: Problem solving, logic gates
IT: Systems analysis, networking, operating 

systems and interfaces
DT: Development cycle and 

product life cycle

Travel and Tourism
KS4

Maths: Numerical analysis, graphs and charts
English: Analytical writing and evaluative writing styles

Business: Marketing, statistics and employment
Geography: Destinations, Socio-economics, 

deforestation, climate change
Science: Climate change, global warming, conservation

KS5

Maths: Numerical analysis, graphs and charts
English: Analytical writing and evaluative writing styles, 

command words
Business: Marketing, statistics and employment,

social media and ethics
Geography: Destinations, Socio-economics, 

deforestation, climate change
Science: Climate change, global 

warming, conservation

Sociology
KS5

RE: Religion and belief, secularisation, 
democracy, definining religion and religious 

beliefs
History: Nazism in Germany, politics, economics 

and society, state crimes
English: Analytical, evaluative writing styles

Geography: Demographics, population chang-
es, global migration

PD: Human rights and ethics
Psychology: Research methods

IT: Social media and the effects of media 
platforms

Maths: Numerical Analysis


